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We construct a deterministic algorithm for approximately counting the number of colorings
of a graph. Under the assumption that the graph is triangle-free and the number of colors
is at least α, where α is an arbitrary constant bigger than α∗∗ = 2.8432 . . . , and  is
the maximum degree of the graph, we obtain the following results. For the case when the
number of colors is a large constant, we prove the existence of a deterministic FPTAS for
computing the total number of colorings. The same deterministic algorithm has complexity
2O (log
2 n), without any assumptions on the number of colors, where n is the instance size.
We further extend our method to the general problem of computing the partition function
of a discrete Markov random ﬁeld (MRF) model. Under certain assumptions relating the
cardinality of the alphabet, the degree of the graph and the interacting potentials, we
construct a deterministic FPTAS for computing the partition function of a MRF.
In contrast to our results, the known counting technique – rapidly mixing Markov chain
method – is based on randomization. Thus our result is the ﬁrst non-trivial deterministic
FPTAS for the problem of counting the number of colorings. Our approach builds on a
certain statistical physics concept, speciﬁcally, the decay of correlation phenomena and its
implication for the uniqueness of Gibbs measures in inﬁnite graphs. This approach was
proposed in two recent papers by Bandyopadhyay and Gamarnik (2008) [1] and Weitz
(2006) [25]. The main distinction of this work is that we establish the correlation decay
property on a computation tree arising from a certain recursive procedure, rather than
reducing the problem to the one on a self-avoiding tree of a graph, as is done in Weitz
(2006) [25]. This lets us deal with problems with more than two colors, which the tree-
based approach of Weitz (2006) [25] is not capable of solving.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the problem of computing the number of colorings and more generally the number of list
colorings of a graph. It is further concerned with the problem of computing the partition function of a Markov random
ﬁeld (also known as graphical) model. The setting for the list coloring problem is as follows. Each node of a graph is
associated with a list of colors. An assignment of nodes to colors is called a list coloring if every node is assigned to some
color from its list and no two nodes sharing an edge are assigned to the same color. When all the lists are identical, this
is called the problem of coloring of a graph. The problem of determining whether a list coloring exists is NP-hard, but
✩ A preliminary version of this paper appeared in Proceedings of the 18th ACM–SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (SODA), 2007 [7].
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valid coloring. We are concerned with the corresponding counting problem – computing the total number of list colorings
of a given graph. This problem is known to be #P hard, and the focus is on the design of an approximation algorithm which
runs in polynomial time. The existing approximation scheme for this problem is based on the rapidly mixing Markov chain
technique, also known as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) or Glauber dynamics approach. Speciﬁcally, it was established
by Jerrum [11] that the Glauber dynamics corresponding to graphs in which the ratio of the number of colors q to the largest
degree  satisﬁes q/ 2, mixes rapidly. This leads to a fully polynomial randomized approximation algorithm (FPRAS) for
enumerating the number of colorings (see the next section for the formal deﬁnition of an FPRAS). The 2-barrier was ﬁrst
broken by Vigoda [23], who lowered the ratio assumption to 11/6. Many further signiﬁcant improvements were obtained
subsequently. The state of the art is summarized in [6]. An important limitation of the Markov chain based approach is its
dependence on the randomization. In fact, counting in graphs, along with several other algorithmic problems, is listed as
one of key problems for which a deterministic approximation algorithm was expected to exist, but was not known prior to
this and related papers. This belief is based on a strong evidence that every problem for which there exists a randomized
polynomial time algorithm should also admit a deterministic polynomial time algorithm [22].
In this paper we provide a further evidence toward this conjecture in the context of counting list colorings of a graph,
by constructing a deterministic approximation algorithm. Similarly to earlier works which are based on the Markov chain
method, we need to introduce some restrictions to the model. We assume that the size of every list is at least α+β , where
α > α∗∗ = 2.8432 . . . – the unique solution to αe− 1α = 2, and β is a suﬃciently large constant which depends on α − α∗∗ .
We assume in addition that g  4, where g is the girth of the graph (the length of the shortest cycle). Namely, we assume
that the graph is triangle-free. We obtain the following results. First, assuming that the size of each list is bounded by a
constant, we construct a deterministic fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the problem of computing
the number of list colorings of a given graph. Second, for an arbitrary graph (no assumptions on the list cardinalities) we
construct an approximation algorithm with complexity eO (log
2 n) , where n is the size of the problem instance. Namely, our
algorithm runs in a super-polynomial time, but signiﬁcantly faster than in the exponential time.
Our approach is based on establishing a certain correlation decay property which has been primarily considered in the
statistical physics context [4], including the coloring problem [18,10,3,14] and has been recently a subject of interest. In
particular, the correlation decay has been established in [10] for coloring triangle-free graphs under the assumption that
α > α∗ = 1.763 . . . , the unique solution of αe− 1α = 1. (Some mild additional assumptions were adopted.) The main mo-
tivation for establishing the correlation decay property comes in connection with the uniqueness of the associated Gibbs
measure (uniform measure in our setting) on inﬁnite graphs, typically lattices and this connection goes back to classi-
cal works of Dobrushin [5]. Recently, however, a new approach was developed which links the correlation decay property
to the problem of designing counting algorithms. The approach was developed in Bandyopadhyay and Gamarnik [1] and
Weitz [25]. The idea is to use the correlation decay property instead of Markov sampling for computing marginals of the
Gibbs (speciﬁcally uniform) distribution. This leads to a deterministic approach since the marginals are computed using a
dynamic programming like scheme, with some similarity with the belief propagation (BP) algorithm [26]. This approach
typically needs a locally-tree like structure (large girth) in order to be successful. The large girth assumption was explicitly
assumed in [1], where the problems of computing the number of independent sets and colorings in graphs was considered.
Weitz [25] cleverly by-passes the large girth assumption by using a certain self-avoiding tree construction, thus effectively
reducing the underlying problem to a problem on a tree with carefully chosen boundary conditions. He used this approach
to design deterministic FPTAS for the problem of counting independent sets in graphs with  5. This idea was extended
by Jung and Shah [16] to a broader class of binary models. An important limitation of the Weitz’ self-avoiding tree based
method is that it applies only to binary valued type models, such as, for example independent sets, matchings, Ising mod-
els. The self-avoiding walk appearing in [25], was introduced earlier in Sokal and Scott [19] for a different, non-algorithmic
purpose. Extending the Weitz’ approach to multi-valued models is posed as an open problem in [25].
In this paper we successfully address this problem by introducing a notion of a computation tree which generalizes in
some non-trivial way the self-avoiding tree construction. The computation tree arises from a certain recursion which relates
the probability that a randomly chosen coloring assigns a particular color to a particular node, to similar probabilities on
a set of suitably modiﬁed graph/list color instances. The formal recursion is given as (5) in Proposition 2. Carrying this
recursion for some number d of steps leads to a depth-d computation tree. This computation tree is a generalization of the
self-avoiding walk appearing in [25]. We prove the correlation decay property for the computation tree under a certain set
of assumptions and use it to design our deterministic algorithm for approximate counting of list colorings of a graph. Our
method is more direct than the approach of [25] based on the self-avoiding trees, since the step of relating the marginal
probabilities on a graph to the marginal probabilities on the self-avoiding tree is by-passed in our computation tree ap-
proach. The notion of the computation tree was used recently in [21] for the proof of convergence of the BP algorithm
for models satisfying Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition, but the computation tree considered in this work is different. In
particular, instances appearing in the computation tree in [21] are not modiﬁed, and thus cannot lead to computing cor-
rect marginal probabilities. Instead the tree corresponds to computing estimates of marginal probabilities based on the BP
algorithm.
Our proof of the correlation decay property on the computation tree is substantially different from the one in [25]. The
latter work relies heavily on the monotonicity property for the case of independent sets and uses a known correlation decay
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which is used to establish a certain contraction property. The approach has some similarity with the Dobrushin’s uniqueness
condition and investigating this connection further is of interest.
We further extend our approach to the Markov random ﬁeld model (also known as graphical model) [15], speciﬁcally
to the problem of computing the associated partition function. This problem generalizes in a unifying way the problems of
computing the number of list colorings, independent sets, matching and many other similar counting problems on graphs.
We show that, under certain set of conditions, relating to the cardinality of the alphabet, the degree of the graph and the
interacting potential, the associated computation tree satisﬁes the correlation decay property and, as a result, a deterministic
algorithm for computing approximately the associated partition function can be constructed. The conditions are explicitly
stated by the inequality (25) below.
The remainder of the paper has the following structure. The model description and the main result are stated in Sec-
tion 2. Some preliminary technical results are established in Section 3. The description of the algorithm and its complexity
are subject of Section 4. The main technical result is established in Section 5, and it is Theorem 2, which establishes the
correlation decay property on a computation tree arising in computing the marginals of the uniform distribution on the set
of all list colorings. Section 6 is devoted to an extension of our approach to the Markov random ﬁeld model. Section 7 pro-
vides a brief comparison between the correlation decay on a computation tree and the correlation decay in a conventional
sense. Some conclusions and open problems are in Section 8. Throughout the paper the log function is assumed to have the
natural e base.
2. Deﬁnitions and the main result
We consider a simple undirected graph G with the node set V = {v1, v2, . . . , v |V |}. Our graph is assumed to be triangle-
free. Namely the girth g (the size of the smallest cycle) is at least 4. Let E denote the set of edges of the graph.
N(v) = NG(v) denotes the set of neighbors of v . Namely, N(v) = {u ∈ V : (v,u) ∈ E}. (v) = |N(v)| denotes the de-
gree of the node v .   maxv∈V (v) denotes the degree of the graph. Each node v is associated with a list of colors
L(v) ⊂ {1,2, . . . ,q} =⋃v∈V L(v), where {1,2, . . . ,q} is the total universe of colors. We let L = (L(v), v ∈ V ) denote the
vector of lists. We also let ‖L‖ = maxv∈V |L(v)| denote the size of the largest list. The list-coloring problem is formulated
as follows: associate each node v with a color c(v) ∈ L(v) such that no two nodes sharing an edge are associated with the
same color. When L(v) = {1, . . . ,q} for all v , the corresponding problem is simply called the coloring problem. We let |L(v)|
denote the cardinality of L(v). It is easy to see that if
∣∣L(v)∣∣(v) + 1 (1)
for every node v , then a simple greedy procedure produces a list coloring. We adopt here a stronger assumption
∣∣L(v)∣∣ α(v) + β, (2)
where α is an arbitrary constant strictly larger than α∗∗ , which is deﬁned to be the unique solution of α∗∗ exp(− 1α∗ ) = 2.
That is α∗∗ ≈ 2.8432 . . . . We also assume that β is a large constant which depends on α. To be more speciﬁc we assume
that β = β(α) is large enough to satisfy
(
1− 1
β
)
αe−
1
α (1+ 1β ) > 2, (3)
(1− 1/β)2 > 1/2, (4)
which is always possible when α > α∗∗ .
Let Z(G, L) denote the total number of possible list colorings of a graph–list pair (G, L). The corresponding counting
problem is to compute (approximately) Z(G, L). In statistical physics terminology, Z(G, L) is called the partition function.
We let Z(G, L,χ) denote the number of list colorings of (G, L) which satisfy some additional condition χ . For example
Z(G, L, c(v) = i, c(u) = j) is the number of list colorings such that the color of v is i and the color of u is j.
On the space of all list colorings of G we consider the uniform probability distribution, where each list coloring is
assigned weight 1/Z(G, L). For every node/color pair v ∈ V , i ∈ L(v), PG,L(c(v) = i) denotes the probability that the node
v is colored i with respect to this probability measure. Namely,
PG,L
(
c(v) = i)= Z(G, L, c(v) = i)
Z(G, L)
.
The size of the instance corresponding to a graph–list pair (G, L) is deﬁned to be n = max{|V |, |E|,q}.
Deﬁnition 1. An approximation algorithm A is deﬁned to be a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for
computing Z(G, L) if given an arbitrary δ > 0 it produces a value Zˆ satisfying
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Z(G, L)
 1+ δ,
in time which is polynomial in n and 1
δ
.
When the algorithm relies on some randomization, often FPRAS (fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme) is
used instead of FPTAS. We now state our main result.
Theorem 1. There exists a deterministic FPTAS for computing Z(G, L) for an arbitrary graph–list pair G, L satisfying (2), (3) when
the size ‖L‖ of the largest list is constant and G is triangle-free. The same algorithm has complexity eO (log2 n) , without any restriction
on ‖L‖.
Observe from (2) that a constant bound on ‖L‖ immediately implies the same for . Thus our FPTAS applies only to
bounded degree graphs.
3. Preliminary technical results
3.1. Basic recursion
We begin by establishing a relationship between the partition function Z(G, L) and the marginal probabilities
PG,L(c(v) = i). Below, with some abuse of notation, for any S ⊂ V we denote by G \ S the graph induced by the nodes
V \ S . Consider an arbitrary list coloring i1, . . . , i|V | of the graph G (which can be constructed using a simple greedy proce-
dure). For every k = 0,1, . . . , |V |−1 deﬁne a graph list pair Gk, Lk as follows. (G0, L0) = (G, L). Gk =G\ {v1, . . . , vk},k 1.
For each k = 1,2, . . . , |V |, the vector of color lists Lk is obtained by deleting from L all the lists L(vr), r  k and deleting
from each list L(vl), l  k + 1 colors ir, r  k when (vl, vr) ∈ E . Observe that Gk, Lk is the instance of list-coloring problem
obtained by ﬁxing nodes v1, . . . , vk to colors i1, . . . , ik . The following result is well known and used widely, in particular in
the context of MCMC method [13,12].
Proposition 1. The following identity holds.
Z(G, L) =
∏
0k|V |−1
P
−1
Gk,Lk
(
c(vk+1) = ik+1
)
.
Proof. We have
PG,L
(
c(v1) = i1
)= Z(G, L, c(v1) = i1)
Z(G, L)
= Z(G1, L1)
Z(G, L)
,
from which we obtain
Z(G, L) = PG,L
(
c(v1) = i1
)−1
Z(G1, L1).
Iterating further for k 2 we obtain the result. 
Our algorithm for computing Z(G, L) will be based on a certain recursive procedure, which represents the partition
function of a given graph–list pair in terms of the partition functions of appropriately modiﬁed graph–list pairs. Given a pair
(G, L) and a node v ∈G, let N(v) = {v1, . . . , vm} be the set of neighbors of v . For every pair (k, i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m} × L(v) we
deﬁne a new pair (Gv , Lk,i) as follows. The set of nodes of Gv is V \{v} and Lk,i(vr) = L(vr)\{i} for 1 r < k, Lk,i(u) = L(u)
for all other u. Namely, we ﬁrst delete node v from the graph. Then we delete color i from the lists corresponding to the
nodes vr, r < k, and leave all the other lists intact.
Lemma 1. The graph–list pair (Gv , Lk, j) satisﬁes (2) for every 1 km, j ∈ L(v), provided that (G, L) does.
Proof. When we create graph Gv from G the list size of every remaining node either stays the same or is reduced by
one. The second event can only happen for neighbors v1, . . . , vm−1 of the deleted node v . When the list is reduced by one
the degree is reduced by one as well. Since α > 1, the assertion follows by observing that |L(vk)|  α(vk) + β implies
|L(vk)| − 1 α((vk) − 1) + β . 
The basis of our algorithm is the following result.
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PG,L
(
c(v) = i)=
∏
1km(1− PGv ,Lk,i (c(vk) = i))∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1km(1− PGv ,Lk, j (c(vk) = j))
. (5)
The recursion as well as the proof has some similarity to the one used by Weitz in [25]. However, Weitz’ construc-
tion assumes that the underlying model is binary (two “colors”). Here we bypass the construction of a self-avoiding tree,
considered in [25] and at the same time develop a relation which applies to non-binary models as well.
Proof. Given any node v in G, let (Gv , L) be the graph–list pair obtained simply by removing node v from G, and leaving
L intact for the remaining nodes. Then
PG,L
(
c(v) = i)= PG,L(c(v) = i)∑
j∈L(v) PG,L(c(v) = j)
= Z(G, L, c(v) = i)Z
−1(G, L)∑
j∈L(v) Z(G, L, c(v) = j)Z−1(G, L)
= Z(Gv , L, c(vk) = i,1 km)∑
j∈L(v) Z(Gv , L, c(vk) = j,1 km)
= PGv ,L(c(vk) = i,1 km)∑
j∈L(v) PGv ,L(c(vk) = j,1 km)
.
Now, for every j ∈ L(v) using a telescoping product we obtain
PGv ,L
(
c(vk) = j,1 km
)= PGv ,L(c(v1) = j)
∏
2km
PGv ,L
(
c(vk) = j
∣∣c(vr) = j,1 r < k).
We observe that L1, j = L for every j (no colors are removed due to the vacuous condition r < 1), and PGv ,L(c(vk) = j|
c(vr) = j,1 r < k) = PGv ,Lk, j (c(vk) = j). Namely
PGv ,L
(
c(vk) = j,1 km
)= ∏
1km
PGv ,Lk, j
(
c(vk) = j
)= ∏
1km
(
1− PGv ,Lk, j
(
c(vk) = j
))
.
Substituting this expression we complete the proof. 
3.2. Upper and lower bounds on marginal probabilities
The condition (2) allows us to obtain the following simple bound.
Lemma 2. For every G, L, node v and a color i ∈ L(v)
PG,L
(
c(v) = i) 1
β
.
Proof. Observe that given an arbitrary coloring of the neighbors v1, . . . , vm of v , there are at least |L(v)| −(v) β colors
remaining (we use α > 1 again). The bound then follows. 
From this bound we now establish different upper and lower bounds using the triangle-free assumption. Consider any
0< 0 < 0.1 satisfying
2
1− 1
β
< 2(1+ 0) αe−
1
α (1+ 1β ). (6)
Such 0 is guaranteed to exist by (3).
Lemma 3. For every G, L, node v and a color i ∈ L(v)
q−1
(
1− β−1)  PG,L(c(v) = i) 12(v)(1+ 0) .
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and larger than β . The requirement 0 < 0.1 has no apparent use for now but will be needed later.
Proof. We let v1, . . . , vm denote the neighbors of v , m = (v) and let {vkr,1 r (vk) − 1} denote the set of neighbors
of vk , other than v (with the possibility of an empty set) for k = 1, . . . ,m. We will show that for any coloring of nodes
(vkr), which we generically denote by c , we have
q−1
(
1− β−1)  PG,L(c(v) = i∣∣c) 12m(1+ 0) .
The corresponding inequality for the unconditional probability then follows immediately. Now observe that, since the girth
is at least 4, then there are no edges between the neighbors of v . Then PG,L(c(v) = i|c) is the probability PT(c(v) = i)
that v is colored i in a depth-1 tree T  {v, v1, . . . , vm}, where the lists Lˆ(vk) of vk are obtained from L(vk) by deleting
the colors used by the neighbors vkr by coloring c . From the assumption (2) we have that the remaining lists Lˆ(vk) have
size at least |L(vk)| − (vk) β each. Let ti = PT(c(v) = i). For each color j ∈ L(v) let t j,k = 1/|Lˆ(vk)| if j ∈ Lˆ(vk) and = 0
otherwise. Proposition 2 then simpliﬁes to
ti =
∏
1km(1− ti,k)∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1km(1− t j,k)
 1∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1km(1− t j,k)
, (7)
for every i ∈ L(v), where ∏1km is deﬁned to be equal to unity when m = 0. From the equality part, applying t j,k  1/β ,
we get
ti 
∣∣L(v)∣∣−1(1− β−1)m  q−1(1− β−1),
and the lower bound is established.
We now focus on the upper bound and use the inequality part of (7). Thus it suﬃces to show that
∑
j∈L(v)
∏
k
(1− t j,k) 2(1+ 0)m. (8)
Using the ﬁrst order Taylor expansion for log z around z = 1,
∏
1km
(1− t j,k) =
∏
1km
elog(1−t j,k)
=
∏
1km
e
−t j,k− 12(1−θ j,k)2 t
2
j,k
,
for some 0 θ j,k  t j,k , since −1/z2 is the second derivative of log z. Again using the bound t j,k  1/β , we have (1−θ j,k)2 
(1− 1/β)2. From the second relation in (3) we obtain the following lower bound
∏
1km
(1− t j,k)
∏
1km
e
−t j,k−
t2j,k
2(1−1/β)2  e−(1+
1
β
)
∑
k t j,k  e−(1+
1
β
)T j ,
where T j stands for
∑
k t j,k . Then
∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1km
(1− t j,k)
∑
j∈L(v)
e−(1+
1
β
)T j 
∣∣L(v)∣∣e− 1|L(v)| (1+ 1β )∑ j T j ,
where we have used an inequality between the average arithmetic and average geometric. Finally we observe
∑
j∈L(v)
T j =
∑
j,k
t j,k =
∑
1km
∑
j∈Lˆ(vk)
1
|Lˆ(vk)|
=m.
Thus
∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1km
(1− t j,k)
∣∣L(v)∣∣e− m|L(v)| (1+ 1β )  (αm + β)e− 1α (1+ 1β ) > αme− 1α (1+ 1β ).
Applying the second inequality in (6) we obtain (8). 
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4.1. Description of an algorithm
Our algorithm is based on the idea of trying to approximate the value of PG,L(c(v) = i), by performing a certain recursive
computation using (5) a certain number of times d and then using the correlation decay principle to guarantee the accuracy
of the approximation. For this purpose, introduce a function Φ which takes as an input a vector (G, L, v, i,d) and produces
some value Φ(G, L, v, i,d) ∈ [0,1]. The input (G, L, v, i,d) to Φ is any vector, such that such that v is a node in G, i is an
arbitrary color, and d is an arbitrary non-negative integer. Function Φ is deﬁned recursively in d. The quantity Φ is intended
to approximate PG,L(c(v) = i). The quality of the approximation is controlled by d. We deﬁne Φ as follows. For every input
(G, L, v, i,d) such that i /∈ L(v) we set Φ(G, L, v, i,d) = 0. Otherwise we set the values as follows.
• We set Φ(G, L, v, i,0) = 1/|L(v)| for every input (G, L, v, i). (It will turn out that for our application the initialization
values are not important, due to the decay of correlations.)
• For every d  1, we set Φ(G, L, v, i,d) = 1/|L(v)| for all i ∈ L(v), if (v) = 0. Otherwise, suppose (v) > 0 and
v1, . . . , v(v) are the neighbors of v . Then for every i ∈ L(v) we deﬁne
Φ(G, L, v, i,d) = min
[
1
2(1+ 0)(v) ,
1
β
,
∏
1k(v)(1− Φ(Gv , Lk,i, vk, i,d − 1))∑
j∈L(v)
∏
1k(v)(1− Φ(Gv , Lk, j, vk, j,d − 1))
]
. (9)
The last part of the expression inside min[·] corresponds directly to the expression (5) of Proposition 2. Speciﬁcally, if
it was true that Φ(Gv , Lk, j, vk, j,d − 1) = PGv ,Lk, j (c(vk) = j), then, by Lemmas 2 and 3, the minimum in (9) would be
achieved by the third expression, and then the value of Φ(G, L, v, i,d) would be exactly PG,L(c(v) = i).
We will use the correlation decay property to establish that the difference between PG,L(c(v) = i) and Φ(G, L, v, i,d)
converges to zero at an exponential rate, as d → ∞. Observe that the computation of Φ can be done recursively in d and
it involves a dynamic programming type recursion. We refer to the tree underlying this recursive procedure as depth d
computation tree. For each d′  d, the level d′ of this tree consists of all the values Φ(G, L, v, i,d − d′) appearing in the
recursive computation. In particular the bottom of the tree consists of values Φ(G, L, v, i,0), corresponding to the initiation
of the recursion. We now describe our algorithm for approximately computing Z(G, L). The algorithm is parametrized by
the parameter d.
Algorithm CountCOLOR
INPUT: A graph-list pair (G, L) and a positive integer d.
BEGIN
Set Zˆ = 1, Gˆ=G, Lˆ = L.
While Gˆ = ∅, find an arbitrary node v ∈ Gˆ and a color i ∈ Lˆ(v). Compute
pˆ(v, i)Φ(Gˆ, Lˆ, v, i,d). (10)
Set Zˆ = pˆ−1(v, i) Zˆ , Gˆ = Gˆ \ {v}, Lˆ(u) = Lˆ(u) \ {i} for all neighbors u of v in Gˆ .
Keep Lˆ(u) the same for all other nodes.
END
OUTPUT: Zˆ .
4.2. Some properties
We now establish some properties of Φ .
Lemma 4. The following hold for every G, L, v, i ∈ L(v),d 0.
Φ(G, L, v, i,d)min
[
1
β
,
1
2(1+ 0)(v)
]
, (11)
∑
i∈L(v)
Φ(G, L, v, i,d) 1, (12)
Φ(G, L, v, i,d) q−1(1− 1/β). (13)
Proof. (12) follows directly from the deﬁnition of Φ . To show (11) we consider cases. For d  1 this follows directly from
the recursion (9). For d = 0, this follows since Φ(G, L, v, i,0) = 1/|L(v)| 1/(α(v)+ β) and 2(1+ 0) < 2.2<α. We now
establish (13). For the case d = 0 this follows since 1/|L(v)|  1/q. For the case d  1 this follows from the recursion (9)
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bound Φ(G, L, v, i,d − 1) 1/β which we have from (11). 
4.3. Complexity
We begin by analyzing the complexity of computing the function Φ . Recall that n = max(|V |, |E|,q) is the size of the
instance.
Proposition 3. For any given node v, the function Φ can be computed in time 2O (d(log‖L‖+log)) . In particular when d = O (logn),
the overall computation is 2O (log
2 n) . If in addition the size of the largest list ‖L‖ is constant then the computation time is polynomial
in n.
Proof. Let T (n,d) denote the complexity of computing function Φ(·, ·, ·,d). After the preprocessing step taking O (n) com-
putational effort, we have T (n,0) = O (‖L‖). We now express T (n,d) in terms of T (n,d − 1). Given a node v , in order
to compute Φ(G, L, v, i,d) we ﬁrst identify the neighbors v1, . . . , vm of v . This is done in the preprocessing stage. Then
we create graph–list pairs Gv , L j,k,1  k m, j ∈ L(v), compute Φ(·, ·, ·,d − 1) for each of these graphs, and use this to
compute Φ(G, L, v, i,d). The overall computation effort is then
T (n,d) = O (‖L‖T (d − 1)).
Iterating over d we obtain T (n,d) = O (‖L‖d+1dn) = O (e(d+1)(log‖L‖+log)n) = O (eO (d(log‖L‖+log))n). When d = O (logn),
we obtain a bound eO (log
2 n) . If in addition ‖L‖ = O (1), then the assumption (2) implies  = O (1), and then T (n,d) =
nO (1) . 
The following is then immediate.
Corollary 1. Suppose d = O (logn). Then the complexity of the algorithm CountCOLOR is 2O (log2 n) . If in addition the size of the largest
list ‖L‖ is constant, then CountCOLOR is a polynomial time algorithm.
5. Correlation decay
The following is the key correlation decay result.
Theorem 2. Consider a triangle-free graph–list pair (G, L) satisfying (2), (3). There exists a constant 0 <  < 1 which depend only
on α, such that for all nodes v, colors i ∈ L(v) and d 0
max
i∈L(v)
∣∣logPG,L(c(v) = i)− logΦ(G, L, v, i,d)∣∣ O (n2(1− )d). (14)
This theorem is our key tool for using the values of Φ for computing the marginals PG,L(c(v) = i). We ﬁrst establish
that this correlation decay result implies our main result, Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider an arbitrary instance (G, L) with size n and arbitrary δ > 0. The proof of the theorem uses
a standard idea of approximating marginals PGk,Lk (c(vk+1) = ik+1) appearing in Proposition 1, and then using Proposition 1
for computing Z(G, L). We run the algorithm CountCOLOR with d =  4 logn
log 11−
, where  is the constant from Theorem 2. This
choice of d gives (1− )d  1/n4. Theorem 2 with the given value of d then implies∣∣∣∣log PGk−1,Lk−1(c(vk) = ik)pˆ(vk, ik)
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣log PGk−1,Lk−1(c(vk) = ik)Φ(Gk−1, Lk−1, vk, ik,d)
∣∣∣∣ O (n2) 1n4 = O
(
1
n2
)
.
Thus
1− O
(
1
n2
)
 exp
(
−O
(
1
n2
))
 pˆ(vk, ik)
PGk−1,Lk−1(c(vk) = ik)
 exp
(
O
(
1
n2
))
= 1+ O
(
1
n2
)
.
Now suppose ﬁrst n C/δ, where C is the universal constant appearing in O (·). Then we obtain
1− δ
n
 exp
(
−O
(
1
n2
))
 pˆ(vk, ik)
PGk−1,Lk−1(c(vk) = ik)
 exp
(
O
(
1
n2
))
= 1+ δ
n
.
From Proposition 1 we then obtain that the output Zˆ of the algorithm satisﬁes
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1− δ
n
)n

(
1− δ
n
)|V |
 Z(G, L)
Zˆ

(
1+ δ
n
)|V |

(
1+ δ
n
)n
since |V | n. Now suppose n < C/δ. In this case we simply add r = C/δ isolated nodes with identical list colors {1, . . . ,q}
to the instance and reduce it to the previous case. The polynomial dependence on 1/δ is unaffected by this change. Note
that none of the assumptions on list sizes vs degree and triangle freeness are violated. At the same time from the answer
for the extended model we obtain immediately an answer for the underlying by dividing the value Zˆ by rq . Finally, the
complexity part of the theorem follows directly from Corollary 1. 
The rest of the section is devoted to establishing Theorem 2. The basis of the proof is the recursion (5). As before, let
v1, . . . , vm be the neighbors of v in G, m = (v). Observe that (14) holds trivially when m = 0, since both expressions
inside the absolute value become 1/|L(v)| and the left-hand side becomes equal to zero. Thus we assume that m  1.
Denote by mk the degree of vk in the graph Gv =G \ v . In order to ease the notations, we introduce
xi = PG,L
(
c(v) = i), 1 i  q,
xi,k = PGv ,Lk,i
(
c(vk) = i
)
, 1 i  q, 1 i m,
x∗i = Φ(G, L, v, i,d), 1 i  q,
x∗i,k = Φ(Gv , Lk,i, vk, i,d − 1), 1 i  q, 1 i m.
For the notation above, observe from the last part of Lemma 4, that xi = 0 if and only if x∗i = 0 if and only if i /∈ L(v). In
the proposition below we assume log(xi) − log(x∗i ) to be zero when xi = x∗i = 0. Let
 = 1− 1
(1− 1
β
)(1+ 0)
.
Applying (6) we obtain that 0<  < 1. The following is the key technical result leading to Theorem 2.
Proposition 4. The following relation takes place
1
m
max
1iq
∣∣log(xi) − log(x∗i )∣∣ (1− ) max
1 jq,k:mk>0
1
mk
∣∣log(x j,k) − log(x∗j,k)∣∣. (15)
In the event mk = 0 for all the neighbors of v , the right-hand side is assumed to be zero. First we show how this result
implies Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Applying this proposition d times we obtain
1
m
max
i∈L(v)
[
log(xi) − log
(
x∗i
)]
 M(1− )d,
where
M =max
l,s
∣∣logPGs,Ls(c(u) = l)− logΦ(Gs, Ls,u, l,0)∣∣
and the maximum is over all graph–list pairs Gs, Ls appearing after applying the recursion computation d times, namely all
the instances appearing at the bottom of the computation tree. Here s stands generically for the sequence of nodes deletion
and color ﬁxings leading to this particular graph/color list instance. Recall again that if color l does not belong to the list
associated with some node u and the corresponding list vector Ls , then PGs,Ls (c(u) = l) = Φ(Gs, Ls,u, l,0) = 0 and by our
convention the difference of the logs is zero. Otherwise we have from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that absolute value of the
difference is at most
M  log(1− 1/β) + logq.
Since m n, β is a constant which only depends on α, and q n, then we obtain M = O (n) and mM = O (n2). 
Thus we focus on establishing Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 4. For every i ∈ L(v) introduce
Ai 
∏
(1− xi,k) (16)1km
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A 
∑
i∈L(v)
Ai . (17)
Introduce A∗i , A
∗ similarly using x∗i , x
∗
i,k in place of xi , xi,k . Applying Proposition 2 we obtain
xi = Ai
A
, (18)
x∗i = min
[
1
2(1+ 0)m ,
1
β
,
A∗i
A∗
]
. (19)
Let
x˜∗i =
A∗i
A∗
.
We claim that in order to establish (15) it suﬃces to establish the bound
max
i
1
m
∣∣log xi − log x˜∗i ∣∣ (1− ) max
j,k:mk>0
1
mk
∣∣log(x j,k) − log(x∗j,k)∣∣.
Indeed, if x˜∗i = x∗i , then x∗i = min[ 12(1+0)m , 1β ]. On the other hand, by Lemmas 2 and 3 we have xi  min[ 12(1+0)m , 1β ],
implying xi  x∗i  x˜∗i , and the bound for x˜∗i will imply the bound (15).
We have
max
i
∣∣log(xi) − log(x˜∗i )∣∣= max
i
∣∣log Ai − log A∗i − log A + log A∗∣∣. (20)
We introduce auxiliary variables yi = log(xi), yi,k = log(xi,k). Similarly, let y∗i = log(x˜∗i ), y∗i,k = log(x∗i,k). Deﬁne vectors y =
(yi,k), y∗ = (y∗i,k). Observe that if mk = 0 then for every color i, xi,k = x∗i,k . This follows since both values are 1/|Li,k(vk)|
when i ∈ Li,k(vk) and zero otherwise. This implies yi,k = y∗i,k . Then we rewrite (20) as
max
i
∣∣yi − y∗i ∣∣= max
i
∣∣∣∣
∑
k:mk>0
log
(
1− exp(yi,k)
)− ∑
k:mk>0
log
(
1− exp(y∗i,k))
− log
(∑
j
∏
1km
(
1− exp(y j,k)
))+ log
(∑
j
∏
1km
(
1− exp(y∗j,k))
)∣∣∣∣, (21)
where the sums
∑
1km were replaced by
∑
k:mk>0 due to our observation yi,k = y∗i,k when mk = 0.
For every i denote the expression inside the absolute value on the right-hand side of Eq. (21) by Gi(y). That is we treat
y∗ as a constant and y as a variable. It suﬃces to prove that for each i
Gi(y) (1− ) max
j,k:mk>0
1
mk
∣∣log(x j,k) − log(x∗j,k)∣∣. (22)
Observe that Gi(y∗) = 0. Let gi(t) = Gi(y∗ + t(y − y∗)), t ∈ [0,1]. Then gi is a differentiable function interpolating between
0 and Gi(y). In particular, gi(1) = Gi(y). Applying the Mean Value Theorem we obtain∣∣gi(1) − gi(0)∣∣= ∣∣gi(1)∣∣ sup
0t1
∣∣g˙i(t)∣∣
= sup
0t1
∣∣∇Gi(y∗ + t(y − y∗))T (y − y∗)∣∣.
We use a short-hand notation
Π j =
∏
1km
(
1− exp(y∗j,k + t(y j,k − y∗j,k))).
For each t we have
∇Gi
(
y∗ + t(y − y∗))T (y − y∗)= t ∑
k:mk>0
−exp(y∗i,k + t(yi,k − y∗i,k))
1− exp(y∗i,k + t(yi,k − y∗i,k))
(
yi,k − y∗i,k
)
+ t
∑
j
∑
1km
exp(y∗j,k+t(y j,k−y∗j,k))
1−exp(y∗j,k+t(y j,k−y∗j,k)) (y j,k − y
∗
j,k)Π j∑
Π
.j j
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∑
1km by
∑
k:mk>0 in the numerator of the
expression above. For each j,k we have from the convexity of exp(·) function that
exp
(
y∗j,k + t
(
y j,k − y∗j,k
))
 (1− t)exp(y∗j,k)+ t exp(y j,k)
= (1− t)x j,k + tx∗j,k
 1
2(1+ 0)mk ,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3 and part (11) of Lemma 4. This bound is useful for the terms with mk > 0
(for this reason we only kept these terms in the sum
∑
k:mk>0). Similarly using Lemma 2 and again part (11) of Lemma 4
we obtain
1
1− exp(y∗j,k + t(y j,k − y∗j,k))
 1
1− (1− t)exp(y∗j,k) − t exp(y j,k)
= 1
1− (1− t)x j,k − tx∗j,k
 1
1− 1
β
.
Applying these bounds and the fact 0 t  1, we obtain
sup
0t1
∣∣∇Gi(y∗ + t(y − y∗))T (y − y∗)∣∣ ∑
k:mk>0
1
(1− 1
β
)2(1+ 0)mk
∣∣yi,k − y∗i,k∣∣
+
∑
j
∑
k:mk>0(1− 1β )−12−1(1+ 0)−1m−1k |y j,k − y∗j,k|Π j∑
j Π j
 m
(1− 1
β
)2(1+ 0)
max
j,k:mk>0
|y j,k − y∗j,k|
mk
+ m
(1− 1
β
)2(1+ 0)
max
j,k:mk>0
|y j,k − y∗j,k|
mk
= m
(1− 1
β
)(1+ 0)
max
j,k:mk>0
|y j,k − y∗j,k|
mk
.
Combining with (21) we conclude
max
i∈L(v)
|yi − y∗i |
m
 1
(1− 1
β
)(1+ 0)
max
j,k:mk>0
|y j,k − y∗j,k|
mk
= (1− ) max
j,k:mk>0
|y j,k − y∗j,k|
mk
.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
6. Extensions: Markov random ﬁeld and the partition function
6.1. Model and preliminary results
The main approach of this paper, namely construction a recursion of the form (5), construction of a corresponding
computation tree, establishing correlation decay property and application to counting problems, can be extended to an
arbitrary model of random constraint satisfaction problems with multiple values. In this section we provide details of this
extension using a very general framework of Markov random ﬁeld (MRF), also known as graphical model [15,24] and the
problem of computing the associated partition function. We will show that generalizing (5) to MRF model is straightforward.
It is establishing the decay of correlation which presents the main technical diﬃculty. We provide a simple and general
suﬃcient condition and then illustrate the approach on speciﬁc statistical physics problem, namely q-state Potts model.
Here for simplicity we restrict ourselves for simplicity to MRF deﬁned on simple graphs.
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{1, . . . ,q}, and two sets of functions {φv : X → R+, v ∈ V }, { f v,u : X 2 → R+, (v,u) ∈ E}. As in the case of coloring, let 
denote the degree of the graph G. Consider a probability measure on X |V | deﬁned by
P(X = x) =
∏
v∈V φv(xv)
∏
(v,u)∈E fu,v(xv , xu)
Z
,
for every x = (xv ) ∈ X |V | , where Z =∑x∏v∈V φv(xv)∏(v,u)∈E f v,u(xv , xu) is the normalizing constant called the partition
function. Let X = (Xv) be the random vector selected according to this probability measure. In the case Z = 0, the MRF
is not deﬁned. From now on assume that
∏
v∈V φv(xv )
∏
(v,u)∈E f v,u(xv , xu) > 0 for at least one x = (xv) ∈ X |V | implying
Z > 0.
It is trivial to see that the problem of list coloring can be cast as a Markov random ﬁeld, where P(·) corresponds
to the uniform probability distribution on the set of valid colorings. Indeed given an instance of a list-coloring problem
(G, L) with a universe of colors {1, . . . ,q}, we set X = {1, . . . ,q}, φv(i) = 1{i ∈ L(v)} for all nodes v and colors i, and
f v,u(i, j) = 1{i = j}, where 1{·} is the indicator function. It is not hard to see that P(x) = 1/Z if x corresponds to a valid
coloring and = 0 otherwise, and Z = Z(G, L) is the total number of valid list colorings. Thus this MRF corresponds to the
uniform distribution on the set of proper colorings.
An instance of a MRF is denoted by M = (G,X , φ, f ), with φ = (φv), f = ( f v,u). We will write PM and ZM for the
corresponding probability measure and the partition function, respectively, in order to emphasize the dependence on the
particular instance of the MRF. Computation of ZM is the main algorithmic goal. As in the case of list-coloring model, denote
by ZM[χ ] the sum of the terms in the partition function which satisfy some condition χ .
Observe that if φv , f v,u > 0 for all nodes and edges, then PM(X = x) > 0 for every x = (xv ), v ∈ V . Moreover, if f v,u = c
for all edges for some constant c > 0, then we obtain a product form solution
PM(X = x) =
∏
v
φv(xv)∑
y∈X φv(y)
.
The product form solution corresponds to the case of complete decorrelation. Thus we might expect the correlation decay
to take place when the values of f v,u are close to each other. This is the regime within which we will establish our
results. Let φmin = minv,x φv(x), φmax = maxv,x φv(x) and cφ = φmax/φmin. Also let fmin = min(v,u)∈E,x,y∈X f v,u(x, y), fmax =
max(v,u)∈E,x,y∈X f v,u(x, y) and let c f = fmax/ fmin. From now on we assume that the following conditions hold
φv(x) > 0, ∀v ∈ V , x ∈X , (23)
f v,u(x, y) > 0, ∀(v,u) ∈ E, x, y ∈X . (24)
These conditions in particular ensure that c f < ∞. Observe that the list-coloring problem does not satisfy this condition,
but a Potts model (to be introduced later) does. In statistical physics terminology, any soft model (model not containing
hard constraints) satisﬁes this condition. The following condition will be used in lieu of (2)
γ 
(
cf − c−f
)
|X | < 1. (25)
In our main result, Theorem 3, we will assume that , |X | are bounded by a constant. This implies that c f , c−1f is bounded
by a constant as well. We assume also that so does cφ, c
−1
φ . The size of an instance M is
n =max(|V |, |E|, |X |).
We now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 3. There exists a deterministic algorithm which provides an FPTAS for computing ZM of an arbitrary MRF instanceM satis-
fying (23)–(25) whenever |X | and  are constants.
Our ﬁrst task is obtaining a generalization of the recursion given by Proposition 1. Given a MRF M = (G,X , φ, f ), a
node v and an element x∗ ∈ X , consider a new MRF instance Tv,x∗ [M] = (G˜, X˜ , φ˜, f˜ ) deﬁned as follows. The graph G˜ is
the subgraph of G induced by all nodes other than v . X˜ = X and f˜ = f . φ˜ is deﬁned as follows. For every u which is a
neighbor of v , we deﬁne
φ˜u(x) =
(
φv
(
x∗
))1/(v)
f v,u
(
x∗, x
)
φu(x), (26)
where (v) is the degree of v in G. For all the remaining nodes u we set φ˜u = φu . It is not hard to see that the new MRF
is such that the Gibbs distribution on it corresponds to the Gibbs distribution of the original instance M conditioned on the
event xv = x∗ .
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(x∗v1 , . . . , x
∗
v |V | ). Deﬁne M0 = M and Mk = Tvk,x∗vk [Mk−1], k = 1,2, . . . , |V |, where M|V | is an empty MRF and its partition
function is set by default to unity. We denote by φk functions φ corresponding to instance Mk . We claim that
cφk  cf cφ. (27)
Indeed, observe that the φu function is updated only when one of the neighbors of u is selected as a node vk for k =
1,2, . . . , |V |. In each update the ratio maxx φu(x)/minx φu(x) increases by at most c f , according to (26). The claim then
follows.
Proposition 5. The following identity holds.
ZM =
∏
1k|V |
P
−1
Mk−1
(
Xvk = x∗vk
)
.
Proof. Let as before N(v1) denote the set of neighbors of v1. We have
PM
(
Xv1 = x∗v1
)=
∑
x: xv1=x∗v1 φv1(x
∗
v1)
∏
u∈N(v1) f v1,u(x
∗
v1 , xu)
∏
u =v1 φu(xu)
∏
(v,u)∈E, v,u =v1 f v,u(xv , xu)
ZM
.
Split the product
∏
u =v1 φu(xu) as
∏
u∈N(v1) φu(xu)
∏
v1 =u /∈N(v1) φu(xu) and observe that
φv1
(
x∗v1
) ∏
u∈N(v1)
f v1,u
(
x∗v1 , xu
)
φu(xu) =
∏
u∈N(v1)
(
φv1
(
x∗v1
))1/(v1) f v1,u(x∗v1 , xu)φu(xu)
=
∏
u∈N(v1)
φ1u(xu),
by the deﬁnition of φ1u . Recall also that φ
1
u(xu) = φu(xu) for all u /∈ N(v1),u = v1. Thus we obtain
PM
(
Xv1 = x∗v1
)=
∑
x∈X |V |−1
∏
u =v1 φ
1
u(xu)
∏
(v,u)∈E, v,u =v1 f v,u(xv , xu)
ZM
= ZM1
ZM
.
Iterating further for k 2 we obtain the result. 
The identity in Proposition 5 provides an important representation of the partition function in terms of marginal prob-
abilities. Thus, if we compute (approximately) these marginal probabilities, we can use them to obtain the value of the
underlying partition function.
6.2. Basic recursion and the algorithm
Our next task is constructing a generalization of (Gv , Lk,i) and extending Proposition 2 to MRF. Given a MRF
M = (G,X , φ, f ), a set of nodes v1, . . . , vr ⊂ V and a set of elements x1, . . . , xr ∈ X we construct a MRF denoted by
M[v1, x1; . . . ; vr, xr] = (G˜,X , φ˜, f˜ ) as follows. The corresponding graph G˜ is the subgraph induced by nodes V \{v1, . . . , vr}.
For every node u ∈ G˜ which has at least one neighbor among v1, . . . , vr we set φ˜u(x) =∏i f vi ,u(xi, x)φu(x), where the prod-
uct is over all neighbors of u among v1, . . . , vr . For all the remaining u we set φ˜u = φu . We also set f˜ = f . The interpretation
for M[v1, x1; . . . ; vr, xr] comes from the following simple fact.
Lemma 5. For every event E corresponding to the probability measure PM , the following holds
PM
(
E
∣∣∣∧
kr
Xvk = xk
)
= PM[v1,x1;...;vr ,xr ](E).
Proof. The proof is obtained immediately by summing over all of the elementary events x ∈ E and observing that the terms
φvk (xk) cancel in the ratio PM(E ∧
∧
kr Xvk = xk)/PM(
∧
kr Xvk = xk). 
Observe that the value of c f corresponding to the MRF M[v1, x1; . . . ; vr, xr] is at most the one of M. Thus, should M
satisfy conditions (23)–(25), so does the instance M[v1, x1; . . . ; vr, xr]. Moreover cφ˜ deﬁned for this MRF satisﬁes
cφ˜  cφc

f . (28)
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Given a MRF M = (G,X , φ, f ) and a node v let Mv denote the MRF instance obtained naturally by removing node v .
Namely, we keep φu and fu,w intact for all the nodes u = v and edges (u,w),u,w = v . In the statement below the
notation Mv [v1, x1; . . . ; vk, xk] corresponds to ﬁrst taking the MRF instance Mv (described above) and then applying the
operator [v1, x1; . . . ; vk, xk].
Proposition 6. For every node v and its neighbors v1, . . . , vm, the following identity holds for every x0 ∈X :
PM(Xv = x0) =
φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)PMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](Xvk = xk)∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)PMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](Xvk = xk)
, (29)
where the sum
∑
x1,...,xm∈X = 1 when m = 0.
Proof. The case m = 0, namely when node v is isolated is immediate. Thus assume m > 0. For every x0 ∈ X we have the
following identity
PM(Xv = x0) =
φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X ZMv [Xv1 = x1, . . . , Xvm = xm]
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X ZMv [Xv1 = x1, . . . , Xvm = xm]
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)
.
We divide both parts by ZMv and write
ZMv [Xv1 = x1, . . . , Xvm = xm]
ZMv
=
m∏
k=1
ZMv [Xv1 = x1, . . . , Xvk = xk]
ZMv [Xv1 = x1, . . . , Xvk−1 = xk−1]
,
where the term corresponding to k = 0 is identiﬁed with ZMv . Applying Lemma 5, we recognize the k-th term in this
product as PMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](Xvk = xk). 
Proposition 6 also allows us to obtain upper and lower bounds on the marginal probabilities:
Lemma 6. For every node v and x0 ∈X
c−f
φv(x0)∑
x φv(x)
 PM(Xv = x0) cf
φv(x0)∑
x φv(x)
.
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 6. Observe that the expression in (29) becomes exactly
φv(x0)∑
x φv(x)
if the terms f v,vk (x, xk) were not there. For every x, x
′ , we have c−1f f v,vk (x
′, xk)  f v,vk (x, xk)  c f f v,vk (x′, xk). The result
then follows. 
Similarly to the problem of coloring, we introduce Φ(·) – a surrogate for computing the marginal probabilities PM(·).
Consider a function ΦM(v, x,d) deﬁned recursively for an arbitrary instance of a MRF M = (G,X , φ, f ), node v , element
x ∈X and a non-negative integer d as follows.
• We set ΦM(v, x,0) = 1. As in the case of coloring, it turns out that the initialization values are not particularly impor-
tant, due to the decay of correlations.
• For every node v with neighbors v1, . . . , vm , every x0 ∈X and d 1
ΦM(v, x0,d) =
φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X
∏m
k=1 ΦM[v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](vk, xk,d − 1) f v,vk (x0, xk)∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm∈X
∏m
k=1 ΦM[v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](vk, xk,d − 1) f v,vk (x, xk)
, (30)
where the sum
∑
x1,...,xm∈X = 1 when m = 0.
Assumptions (23) and (24) guarantee that Φ > 0.
We now describe our algorithm for approximately computing ZM . The algorithm is parametrized by d. It is based on
computing recursively the values of ΦM .
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INPUT: A MRF instance M= (G,X , φ, f ) and a positive integer d.
BEGIN
Set Zˆ = 1, Mˆ=M.
While Gˆ = ∅, fix an arbitrary node v ∈ Gˆ and element x ∈X . Compute Φ
Mˆ
(v, x,d).
Set Zˆ = Φ−1
Mˆ
(v, x,d) Zˆ .
Set Mˆ= Tv,x[Mˆ], where the operator T was defined right before Proposition 5.
END
OUTPUT: Zˆ .
6.3. Complexity
We begin by analyzing the complexity of computing function Φ .
Proposition 7. For every v ∈ V , x ∈ X , the function ΦM(v, x,d) can be computed in time O (2d log |X |n2). In particular when
d = O (logn), and |X |, = O (1), the computation is polynomial in n.
We note that the dependence on  is not as nice as in the case of the list-coloring problem, as it appears as  not log
in the exponent. Thus we can no longer claim that the computation time is 2O (log
2 n) in this case.
Proof. Let T (d) denote the complexity of computing function Φ(·,d). Trivially, T (0) = O (|X |). We now express T (d) in
terms of T (d − 1). Given a node v , in order to compute ΦM(v, x,d) we identify the neighbors v1, . . . , vm of v . For every
sequence x1, . . . , xm ∈X and every k = 1,2, . . . ,m we compute ΦM[v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](vk, xk,d − 1). The computation of each
such quantity is T (d − 1). We use the obtained values to compute ΦM(v, x,d) via (30). We also need O (n2) time to take
care of multiplying by f v,vk and by φv . The overall computation effort then satisﬁes
T (d) = O (|X |(T (d − 1) + n2)).
Iterating over d we obtain T (d) = O (|X |dn2) = O (2d log |X |n2), and the ﬁrst part is established. When d = O (logn) and
, |X | are constants, we obtain T (d) = nO (1) . 
The following is then immediate.
Corollary 2. Suppose d = O (logn) and |X |, = O (1). Then ComputeZ is a polynomial time algorithm.
6.4. Correlation decay analysis
We now establish a correlation decay result which is a key to proving our main result, Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Given an arbitrary MRF satisfying conditions (23)–(25), the following holds for every node v and d 1
max
x∈X
∣∣logPM(Xv = x) − logΦM(v, x,d)∣∣
 (1− γ ) max
1km,y∈X
∣∣logPMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](Xvk = y) − logΦMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](vk, y,d − 1)∣∣ (31)
where v1, . . . , vm are the neighbors of v. In case m = 0 the expression on the left-hand side of (31) is equal to zero.
We ﬁrst show how this theorem implies our main algorithmic result.
Proof of Theorem 3. We claim that ComputeZ provides FPTAS for computing partition function ZM when d = O (logn) under
the setting of Theorem 3. We have already established in Corollary 2 that the algorithm is polynomial time.
Consider any MRF instance M˜ obtained during the computation of ΦM(·) as a part of performing algorithm ComputeZ.
Applying (27), (28) and Lemma 6 we obtain that for every node v in M˜ and every x ∈X
P
M˜
(Xv = x) O
(
c−df
)
 1
nO (1)
,
since d = O (logn). This further implies | logP
M˜
(Xv = x)| = O (logn). Then applying the result of Theorem 4 d times and
recalling Φ ˜ (v, x,0) = 1, we obtainM
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(
logn
nO (1)
)
= 1
nO (1)
.
Thus ∣∣∣∣PM(Xv = x)ΦM(v, x,d) − 1
∣∣∣∣ exp(n−Ω(1))− 1 = 1nO (1) .
We conclude that ΦM(v, x,d) provides an approximation of marginal probability PM(Xv = x) with an inverse polynomial
error. The remainder of the proof is the same as for Theorem 2. Again the case n < C/δ where C is the hidden constant in
1/nO (1) is treated separately by adding C/δ isolated nodes. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Fix a node v and an element x0 ∈ X . Let v1, . . . , vm be neighbors of v . When m = 0 the
left-hand side of (31) is zero trivially. Thus assume m > 0. In order to ease the exposition we introduce some no-
tations. Set z = logPM(Xv = x0), zx1,...,xk = logPMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](Xvk = xk). Similarly z˜ = logΦM(v, x0,d), z˜x1,...,xk =
logΦMv [v1,x1;...;vk−1,xk−1](vk, xk,d − 1). Also let z denote the vector (zx1,...,xk ),1  k m, x1, . . . , xm and z˜ denote the vec-
tor (z˜x1,...,xk ),1 km, x1, . . . , xm . Both vectors have dimension
∑
1km |X |m . Then we can rewrite (29) as
z = log φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(zx1,...,xk )∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)exp(zx1,...,xk )
, (32)
and rewrite (30) as
z˜ = log φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(z˜x1,...,xk )∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)exp(z˜x1,...,xk )
. (33)
Introduce a function G deﬁned on a vector w = (wx1,...,xk ),1 km, x1, . . . , xm with the same dimension
∑
1km |X |m as
follows:
G(w) = log φv(x0)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk )∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk )
, (34)
which we rewrite as
G(w) = logφv(x0) + logG1(w) − logG2(w)
where the deﬁnitions of G1 and G2 are immediate:
G1(w) =
∑
x1,...,xm
m∏
k=1
f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk ),
G2(w) =
∑
x∈X
φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm
m∏
k=1
f v,vk (x, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk ).
Observe that G(z) = z and G(z˜) = z˜. Thus establishing (31) reduces to showing
∣∣G(z) − G(z˜)∣∣ (1− γ )‖z − z˜‖L∞ .
Applying the Mean Value Theorem, there exists t ∈ [0,1] such that
z − z˜ = ∇G(tz + (1− t)z˜)T (z − z˜)
further implying
|z − z˜| ∥∥∇G(tz + (1− t)z˜)∥∥L1‖z − z˜‖L∞ .
It then suﬃces to establish
∥∥∇G(tz + (1− t)z˜)∥∥L1  1− γ .
In the following lemma we show that this bound holds for an arbitrary input vector w and thus complete the proof of
Theorem 4. 
Lemma 7. For every vector w
∥∥∇G(w)∥∥L1  1− γ .
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∥∥∇G(w)∥∥L1 =
∑
x1,...,xm
∣∣∣∣ ∂G∂wx1,...,xk0
∣∣∣∣.
Fix an arbitrary sequence x01, . . . , x
0
k0
∈X and the corresponding variable wx01,...,x0k0 . We have
∂G
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
= G−11
∂G1
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
− G−12
∂G2
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
.
We have
G−11
∂G1
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
=
(
∏k0
k=1 f v,vk (x0, x
0
k )exp(wx01,...,x0k
))
∑
xk0+1,...,xm
∏m
k=k0+1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(wx01,...,x0k0 ,xk0+1,...,xk
)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk )
.
Using fmin  f v,vk (x0, x0k ) c f fmin, and a short-hand notation
A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)=
(
∏k0
k=1 exp(wx01,...,x0k ))
∑
xk0+1,...,xm
∏m
k=k0+1 exp(wx01,...,x0k0 ,xk0+1,...,xk
)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 exp(wx1,...,xk )
we obtain
G−11
∂G1
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
 cmf A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
 cf A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
.
Similarly, we obtain
G−11
∂G1
∂wx1,...,xk
 c−f A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
.
Using again fmin  f v,u(x, y) c f fmin we also obtain
G−12
∂G2
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
=
∑
x∈X φv(x)(
∏k0
k=1 f v,vk (x, x
0
k )exp(wx01,...,x0k
))
∑
xk0+1,...,xm
∏m
k=k0+1 f v,vk (x0, xk)exp(wx01,...,x0k0 ,xk0+1...,xk
)
∑
x∈X φv(x)
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 f v,vk (x, xk)exp(wx1,...,xk )
 cmf
(
∑
x∈X φv(x))(
∏k0
k=1 exp(wx01,...,x0k ))
∑
xk0+1,...,xm
∏m
k=k0+1 exp(wx01,...,x0k0 ,xk0+1...,xk
)
(
∑
x∈X φv(x))
∑
x1,...,xm
∏m
k=1 exp(wx1,...,xk )
= cmf A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
 cf A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
.
Similarly,
G−12
∂G2
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
 c−f A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
.
We obtain∣∣∣∣ ∂G∂wx01,...,x0k0
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣G−11 ∂G1∂wx01,...,x0k0
− G−12
∂G2
∂wx01,...,x
0
k0
∣∣∣∣

(
cf − c−f
)
A
(
x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w
)
 cf − c−f ,
where A(x01, . . . , x
0
k0
,w) 1 is used. Since the dimension of the argument w is
∑
1km |X |k < |X | , then we conclude∥∥∇G(w)∥∥L1 
(
cf − c−f
)
|X |  1− γ .
This concludes the proof. 
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One of the most widely studied models in statistical physics is q-state Potts model. It is described in the terminology
of MRF as follows. Given a graph G we set φv = 1 for all nodes v . X = {1,2, . . . ,q}. A parameter β (inverse temperature)
is ﬁxed. The coupling functions f are set as fu,v(x, y) = exp(β1{x = y}) for all nodes u, v and all elements x, y ∈ X . The
case β > 0 corresponds to the ferromagnetic Potts model. In this case the distribution PM(·) “favors” assignments which
select the same element along the edges. The case β < 0 corresponds to the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model, and in this case
the distribution favors assignments with different elements along the edges. The extreme case β = −∞ corresponds to the
usual coloring problem, where monochromatic coloring is forbidden. The special case q = 2 is called Ising model.
It is immediate that conditions (23) and (24) are satisﬁed by this model provided |β| < ∞. Thus an immediate corollary
of Theorem 3 is the following algorithmic result.
Corollary 3. There exists a deterministic FPTAS for computing the partition function of a Potts model (G,q, β) when  and q are
constants and the condition
(
eβ − e−β)q < 1
holds.
Observe that for large , the largest inverse temperature β satisfying this condition behaves like O ( 1
2q
). We believe
that this is an overly conservative estimate. We conjecture that in fact the correlation decay property can be established in
the regime
β = O
(
1

)
, (35)
leading to a deterministic FPTAS.
7. Comparison of the correlation decay on a computation tree and the spatial correlation decay property
As we have mentioned above, the (spatial) correlation decay is known to hold for the coloring problem in a stronger
regime α > α∗ ≈ 1.763 . . . , then the regime α > α∗∗ considered in this paper [10]. This decay of correlation is established in
a conventional sense: for every node v the marginal probability P(c(v) = i) is asymptotically independent from changing a
color on a boundary of the depth-d neighborhood B(v,d) of v in the underlying graph. In fact it is established that the decay
of correlation is exponential in d. It is natural to try to use this result directly as a method for computing approximately the
marginals P(c(v) = i), for example by computing the marginal PB(v,d)(c(v) = i) corresponding to the neighborhood B(v,d),
say using brute force computation. Unfortunately, this conventional correlation decay result is not useful because of the
computation growth. In order to obtain -approximation of the partition function, we need order O (/n) approximation of
the marginals, which means the depth d of the neighborhood B(v,d) needs to be at least O (logn). Here n is the number of
nodes. But the resulting cardinality of B(v,d), even for the case of constant degree graphs is O (logn) = nO (1) – polynomial
in n and the brute-force computation effort would be exponential in n. Notice that even if the underlying graph has a
polynomial expansion |B(v,d)| dr , for some power r  1, the brute-force computation would still be O (exp(logr n)) which
is super-polynomial. This is where having correlation decay on computation tree as opposed to the conventional graph
theoretic sense helps.
8. Conclusions
We have established the existence of a deterministic approximation algorithm for counting the number of list colorings
for certain classes of graphs. We have further extended our approach to constructing a deterministic approximation algo-
rithm for computing the partition function of a Markov random ﬁeld satisfying certain conditions. Along with [1] and [25]
this work is another step in the direction of developing a new powerful method for approximately solving counting prob-
lems using insights from statistical physics. This method provides an important alternative to the existing MCMC sampling
based method as it leads to a deterministic as opposed to a randomized algorithm. Since the conference version of the
paper [7] appeared, several new developments took place in the direction of this work. A deterministic approximation algo-
rithm for counting the number of partial matchings in constant degree graphs was constructed in Bayati et al. [2]. The result
was further used by Gamarnik and Katz [9] for constructing a deterministic polynomial time approximation algorithm for
computing a permanent of a bounded degree bi-partite expander. The practicality of the new deterministic approximation
algorithms was studied in Gamarnik and Katz [8] in the context of computing partition functions on a lattice Zd . Several
results obtained earlier via transfer matrix method were improved by several orders of magnitude using the new method.
The main insight from this work, along with the work of Weitz [25] is the advantage of establishing the correlation
decay property on the computation tree as opposed to the original graph theoretic structure. While we have established such
correlation decay only in the regime α > 2.8432 . . . , we conjecture that it holds for much lower values of α. In fact, just
D. Gamarnik, D. Katz / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 12 (2012) 29–47 47as it is conjectured that the Markov chain is rapidly mixing in the regime q   + 2, we conjecture that the correlation
decay on the computation tree holds in this regime as well. Finally, we conjecture that the polynomial time algorithms for
computing the partition function of a MRF can be constructed under weaker assumptions than the one of (25).
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